Abstract: Since regulation of cardiac muscle contraction is complex, many simulation studies have been conducted to systematically analyze regulatory mechanisms underlying the force-velocity relationship. However, past studies were performed with models lacking detailed thin filament activation despite its essential regulatory role. Here a novel cardiac muscle contraction model is presented that considers troponin C, troponin I and tropomyosin for thin filament activation coupled with the cross-bridge (Xb) cycle, and in addition, includes a potential Frank-Starling mechanism and simple Xb mechanics. This model was employed to elucidate load and sarcomere length-dependence of the thin filament and Xb kinetics during muscle shortening and relaxation. Simulation analysis of afterloaded isotonic contractions performed at various preloads revealed that at medium to high load the peak Xb concentration, regulated by a load-dependent change of the ADP release rate, is the major factor in determining the end-systolic half sarcomere length, whereas the velocitydependent Xb force only shows a small influence. At low load, shortening velocity is regulated through an increase in the rate of the tropomyosin conformational change as for all preloads the same Xb concentration is attained. Shorteninginduced cooperative deactivation was caused by the included Frank-Starling mechanism. An analysis of newly suggested relaxation mechanisms showed the significance for an increased thin filament deactivation with troponin I pulling tropomyosin to the "off" position having a greater impact than titin restoring force assumed to disrupt the tropomyosin structure. A combination of this model with the myocyte Kyoto Model satisfactorily reproduced isotonic contraction time courses from guinea pig myocytes.
INTRODUCTION
Preload (PL) and afterload (AL), which are constantly changing in the intact heart, are important controllers of cardiac performance. In the heart the PL is indicated by the enddiastolic volume or pressure [1] . On the myocyte level the given PL establishes the maximum possible resting sarcomere length (SL), the SL from where contraction starts. This end-diastolic SL is the key in determining the active tension. As expressed in the length-tension relationship (LTR) the greater the initial SL, the higher the tension, which is the basis of the Frank-Starling law of the heart. The AL is the load sensed by the muscle after it starts to contract. For an efficient pump activity the heart has to adjust continually to the changing load. How load-dependent shortening and relaxation is regulated is still not completely understood. The force-velocity relationship (FVR) obtained from isotonic contractions, i.e., muscle shortening against a constant load, has been extensively studied for more than half a century by experiments [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and simulations [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . For a given PL with increasing AL velocity decreases in a hyperbolic manner. This is mainly the result of the interaction *Address correspondence to this author at Department of Systems Science, Graduate School of Informatics, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8501, Japan; Tel.: 81-75-753-3375; Fax: 81-75-753-3375; E-mail: nati@biosim.med.kyoto-u.ac.jp between cross-bridge (Xb) mechanics and Xb kinetics known as mechano-chemical coupling.
Simulations with contraction models are a desirable method to determine potential rate limiting steps and regulatory mechanisms in the interaction between actin and myosin during shortening and relaxation due to an easy and systematic way to test rate parameter values. While many simulation studies which analyze the FVR have been published, the majority of the utilized models consider only the Xb cycle and neglect the thin filament and its activation state [8] [9] [10] . However, some models still include Ca 2+ binding to troponin C (TnC) [11] [12] [13] . Since thin filament activation is an important part of muscle contraction, its influence cannot be ignored. In this study a cardiac muscle contraction model [14] , which consists of separate steps for Ca 2+ binding to TnC and the conformational changes of troponin I (TnI) and tropomyosin (Tm), in addition to the Xb cycle, was combined with simple Xb mechanics [11] . The model further includes a Frank-Starling mechanism and various mechanisms to express cooperativity in the activation of the thin filaments [14] . A major aim of this study was to use this, compared to other models, rather biological model for an analysis of regulatory mechanisms to advance the understanding in a field difficult to explore by experiments. Simulations of afterloaded isotonic contractions were performed in a quantitative way to analyze how different PLs and ALs affect thin fila-ment and Xb kinetics rate parameters and to determine the rate limiting step and its changes with load during shortening and relaxation. Furthermore, the effect of the Frank-Starling mechanism in isotonic contractions was analyzed. Potential relaxation mechanisms were tested.
Simulation results revealed that at medium to high loads the ADP release rate was the rate limiting step and determined the peak Xb concentration ( [Xb] ) which established the end-systolic SL, whereas at low load the Tm conformational change rate was rate limiting. Shortening-induced cooperative deactivation, for which so far a full mechanism is unaccounted for [15] , could be explained by the inserted Frank-Starling mechanism. Moreover, relaxation velocity was more affected by the thin filament deactivation speed than a faster Xb detachment. Finally, the contraction model was designed to be easily combined with a myocyte model, as validated here using the Kyoto Model [16] . Its biological complexity allows for a precise change of rate parameters making the model suitable for future simulation studies of various pathophysiological conditions.
METHODS

Model Structure and Characteristics
In this study, a cardiac muscle contraction model previously used for an isometric contraction analysis [14] , was extended for an analysis of isotonic contractions. This model shown in Fig. (1A) includes Ca 2+ induced activation of the thin filaments and the Xb cycle and consists of seven states of a regulatory unit (RU), i.e., seven actin molecules, one Tm and one troponin (Tn) complex composed of TnC, TnI and TnT. RUA_MADPPi and RUA_MADP represent strong, i.e., force-generating, Xb states with both showing the same force. Instead, RUAMADPPi is a weak Xb state, which produces no force. Throughout the text a strong Xb is referred to as Xb and the sum of the two strong Xb states as [Xb] . Included in the model is a potential Frank-Starling mechanism as follows [14] : A SL-dependent change of the interfilament lattice spacing due to titin-based radial force modulates the [Xb] which affects the conformational change of TnI. A rise in the [Xb] results in a strong reduction of k offI , the rate for the conformational change of TnI to the "off' state, and therefore prevents the back reaction. This mechanism provides a link between the strong [Xb] and the Ca 2+ sensitivity of the thin filaments. Furthermore, it was assumed that only one myosin head can be bound per RU [14] as justified by calculations [17] stating that under fully activated isometric conditions only 0.37-0.75 myosin heads are bound per RU in the case that only one of both myosin heads of the molecule can be bound at the same time.
Mathematical Model
The complete set of equations for the model is given below. New mechanisms are described in detail while those previously explained [14] are briefly depicted. All parameters are defined in the glossary (APPENDIX). Constant parameter values are shown in Table 1 .
Passive Tension
For a given PL the end-diastolic SL is determined by the passive tension (F p ). In the model the slack length (PL = 0) . The bold rate parameters koffI, ktmon and k3 are changing due to cooperativity. k12 depends on titin-based radial force. The rate parameters indicated by a circle (ktmon, k5) are load-dependent. The boxed rate parameters (ktmoff, koffI) are subject to changes during relaxation. Panel B depicts the SL-dependent changes of Fp. Panel C shows how much each contributor effects Fp at a given SL above slack length.
was set to 1.9 μm in accordance to experimental data from guinea pig cardiomyocytes [18] . F p was split into three parts, one for each molecular contributor, namely titin and the intermediate filaments, which are intracellular contributors, and collagen with an extracellular action (Fig. 1B) . The degree of contribution to F p was fit to experimental data from rat trabeculae [19] (Fig. 1C) 
with L the half SL and L 0 a normalization factor. All F p fractions are given in mN/mm 2 .
The data for collagen-based F p (F pEx ) were fitted to an exponential function: [9, 64] k-12 0.6 /ms Model fit according to [9, 64] [MADPPi] 0.1375 mM Calculated for Lmax=1.1μm according to [17] 
For L 0.001 mm:
The total F p is given by:
Cross-bridge Kinetics
The sum of all RUs (RUTotal) is given by: (5)
The net rate of Ca 2+ binding to TnC (Q CaB ) is calculated as follows:
The net rate for the conformational change of TnI (Q TCaA ) is expressed as:
The rate parameter for the change of TnI to the "off" conformation (k offI ) changes due to positive cooperativity caused by neighboring activated RUs (RUA) (first term) and strong Xbs (second term):
(8)
The factor k relaxTnI enhances relaxation at low load (see section "Relaxation Mechanisms").
The net rate for the conformational change of Tm (Q TMA ) is given by:
The Tm conformational change rate to the "on" state given by k tmon is subject to positive cooperativity due to activated RUs (first and second term in Eq. 11) and negative cooperativity due to strain caused by strong Xbs (third term): (11)
The factor k loadTM enhances the Tm conformational change at low load shortening (see section "Simulations of Afterloaded Isotonic Contractions"). The factors titinRF and k offTnI speed up relaxation (see section "Relaxation Mechanisms").
The net rate of the myosin binding step (Q MB ) resulting in the formation of weak Xbs is calculated as follows:
The fraction of activated RUs overlapping with the myosin filaments called effective fraction is given by:
The sarcomere overlap function describes the SLdependent change of the myosin filament fraction which overlaps with the actin filament:
For L 1 μm and L 1.1 μm:
For L > 1.1 μm:
The titin function (KTitin; Eq. 15) expresses the SLdependent change of the spacing between the actin and myosin filaments caused by titin-based radial force in the physiological SL range of the heart (Eq. 16) and the damage of titin at SLs greater than 2.2 μm (Eq. 17) [14] . The latter part (Eq. 17) is not relevant concerning the physiological working range of the heart. In contrast to nature, in the model titin damage is reversible.
The force generating step (Q Fgen ) is characterized by a fast conformational change of the actin bound myosin, which opens the P i binding pocket and results in a strong Xb state. The net rate is given by:
The rate parameter for this conformational change (k 3 ) changes due to positive cooperativity caused by activated RUs (first term in Eq. 19) and negative cooperativity caused by strong Xbs (second term) as follows:
The net rate of the P i release (Q PiR ) is expressed as:
The net rate of the ADP release (Q ADPR ) is given by:
In isometric contractions (load fraction 1) the ADP release is the rate limiting step of the Xb cycle with a constant k 5 value depending on the PL ( Table 1) . In isotonic contractions the k 5 value is PL and AL-dependent (see section "Simulations of Afterloaded Isotonic Contractions").
The rate changes for the different RU species and [Ca 2+ ] are determined as follows: (27) [ ]
The active force (F b ) is proportional to the number of developed Xbs with A f being the force factor [11] .
The (L-X) term implies a change of the average Xb force with load (see Eq. 32 below). The external force (F ext = load) is defined as
Cross-bridge Mechanics and Active Force
For the Xb mechanics the equation developed by Negroni and Lascano [11] was used, which describes the velocity for the movement of the mobile Xb end (dX/dt):
where h is defined as the Xb elongation, h c the steady state Xb elongation, X the part of L, which is not covered by h, and B as a proportionality factor. Analysis of force step simulations revealed a change of the h c value with temperature and a B value change with load as shown in the next section.
Force Step Simulations to Adjust the h c and B Parameter Values
A force step, which is initiated through a fast reduction of load from a muscle in the tetanic steady state, results in SL shortening characterized by four different phases [5] . Xb mechanics is clearly distinct from the kinetics in the elastic phase (P1) and the fast shortening phase (P2). X-ray diffraction data from frog skeletal muscle demonstrated that during P1 and P2 myosin heads move towards the center of the sarcomere, but no detachment and reattachment of Xbs was found [22] . To represent this behavior, in the force step simulations during P1 and P2 the myosin binding rate parameter (k 12 ) and the ADP release rate (k 5 ) were set to zero. Simulations of P1 and P2 allowed allocating a physiological value and a biological meaning to the parameters h c and B of the mechanics equation (Eq. 32). Since the only available experimental force step data from frog skeletal muscle recorded at 5°C [5] were not appropriate for model adjustment, the slow shortening phase (P3) and the steady state shortening phase (P4) were not analyzed.
Simulations were essentially performed as reported for force steps of frog skeletal muscle fibers [5] . First the tetanic steady state values for all variables and parameters were determined using the isometric model with a constant [Ca 2+ ] = 2 μM and L = 1.05 μm. A force step simulation experiment was started from the tetanic steady state through a change from the isometric contraction model, i.e., F ext = 0 and F b = -F p , to the isotonic model. Within one time step (0.001 ms) F ext was set to account for the desired load as follows:
) with T 0 being the tetanic tension. In contrast, in the experiments the force step took 0.150 ms to be complete [5] . Simulation results for the P1 and P2 L shortening time courses for 5ºC and 37ºC are shown in Fig. (2A) and (2B), respectively.
Temperature Dependence of the Phase 1 Elastic Stroke
X-ray diffraction data from frog skeletal muscle fibers revealed that a rise in temperature from 0ºC to 17ºC causes the light-chain domain of the myosin heads to tilt axially, and the interference distance to decrease [23] . This observation led to our hypothesis that the length of the tilting myosin heads might be represented in the mechanics equation (Eq. 32) as h c , and therefore, h c should increase with an increase in temperature. In force step simulations a variation of h c resulted solely in a change of L 1 , the length change due to the elasticity of the muscle. From the simulation data L 1 was taken as the length of L immediately after the force step as indicated in Fig. (2A) . Experimental data revealed a temperature dependence for L 1 (Fig. 2C, symbols) [24] . The h c value, which was determined by simulations to match the experimental L 1 value for a specific load and temperature, could reproduce L 1 values for other load fractions at the same temperature (Fig. 2C, lines) . For a good match to experimental data, h c was determined as 3.6 nm for 5ºC and 5.0 nm for 17ºC. Due to the lack of experimental data from cardiac muscle, h c was adjusted to match data obtained from skeletal muscle, although cardiac muscle was found to be stiffer than skeletal muscle fibers [19, 25] .
A change of h c in the isometric contraction model [14] inserted into the Kyoto Model [16] (see section "Simulations and Data Analysis") produced a change of F b (Fig. 2D) . However, the rise of F b with an increase of h c was not accompanied by a change of the [Xb] (insert in Fig. 2D ). Under isometric conditions, h c is equal to (L-X) (Eq. 30), and consequently, a higher h c results in a larger F b . This coincides with experimental findings that show a rise in active tension with increasing temperature without a change in stiffness [23, 26] . It was concluded that the higher force is due to the higher strain in the head producing a higher force per Xb [23] . A linear increase of h c with temperature causes a linear rise of F b with temperature. However, experiments showed that F b rises linearly with temperature up to about 17-20ºC, but reaches a plateau at higher temperatures [27] . Therefore, h c for 37°C, the desired temperature for the contraction model, was set to 6.1 nm to match the experimentally found non-linear F b -temperature relation. In conclusion, simulation results allow attributing h c to the length of the myosin head and its temperature-dependent elastic changes.
The Factor B Determines Phase 2
P2 is characterized by a fast linear shortening of L ( Fig.  2A and 2B ) to L 2 , the sum of the elastic and the working stroke (L T ), which are related as follows:
From the only available force step experimental data set consisting of the shortening velocity of P2 (V2) (Fig. (3A) , solid line with filled circles) and L T (Fig. 3B , filled triangles) from frog skeletal muscle (5ºC) [5] , the duration of P2 (t 2 ) for each load was calculated as follows (Fig. 3A , dotted line with filled circles):
Using t 2 the model could be adjusted to match the V2 data through a change of B with load (Eq. 32), resulting in L 2 and L T for 5ºC as depicted in Fig. (3B) (L 2 : solid line; L T : dashed line). L 2 was determined from the simulation data as the amount of shortening attained at the end of P2 ( Fig. 2A) . In contrast, in the experiments L 2 was measured graphically using a tangent on the P3 shortening time course [5] . This method, however, results in a L 2 value which is highly dependent on the P3 shortening time course. The slight divergence from experimental data is probably due to the different method used to determine L 2 . V2 was determined from simulation data through a linear regression analysis of a time versus L plot over the whole period of P2, which is linear ( Fig.  2A and 2B) . The obtained B-load relationship for 5ºC is shown in Fig. (3C) (filled circles).
Due to the lack of 37ºC experimental force step data from cardiac muscle which include P2, some assumptions were necessary to develop a B-load relationship. L T was set to 4 nm independent of load, since experiments revealed that L T gets load independent at higher temperature [24] . Although having the unit [1/ms], B is not equal to 1/t 2 . As the factor for dX/dt, B is defined as
This equation could be discretized as follows to apply simulation data:
with X P2start , X P2mid and X P2end being X at the start, middle and end of P2, respectively and L P2mid , L at the middle of P2. The value of c depends on h c (Eq. 37) and L T . But according to c = B t 2 , c is valid for various B-t 2 combinations. This allows the calculation of c from preliminary simulation data, which were obtained with h c = 6.1 nm, B values from 5ºC, and L T adjusted to 4 nm through a change of t 2 . To calculate the B values from these calculated c values, t 2 was assumed to be 50% of t 2 from frog (5ºC) (Fig. 3A, solid line with open circles). The dominant cardiac muscle myosin heavy chain (MHC) in healthy rodent hearts, , is significantly slower than the fast skeletal muscle MHC isoforms [28] . However, the temperature difference of 32ºC was taken into account. From the calculated c and the assumed t 2 values, B for 37ºC was calculated (B=c/t 2 ). Then V2 was determined as follows ( V 2 = B L T c ( 3 8 ) which gave similar results to V2 determined from simulation data using B and t 2 ( 
A decreasing B with increasing load implies a decrease of V2 with load. A change of B with load under steady state shortening was found to increase model stability. Due to h c , c is temperature-dependent (Eq. 37), and therefore B. Since no Xb attachment and detachment occurs in P2, V2 is only determined by the myosin isoform. Hence, B represents the myosin isoform characteristic. A change of B might be necessary with an isoform shift which is sometimes found in the diseased heart [29] . L 2 represents the maximum possible extension of the myosin head before detachment and is about 11 nm at low load independent of temperature ( Fig. 3B) [24] . In conclusion, the Xb mechanics is satisfactorily described by Eq. 32.
Simulations of Afterloaded Isotonic Contractions
Simulations of afterloaded isotonic contractions were performed based on cat papillary muscle experiments [2] . In these experiments the muscle was first stretched by a small weight, the PL, to a length consistent to its resting LTR. This length was then fixed, so that the muscle did not sense any additional added weight, the AL, until it started to contract. For the simulations the resting L was determined by setting the PL equal to F ext . A 40 nM resting [Ca 2+ ] was used. The isometric model combined with a simple SR model (see section "Simulations and Data Analysis") was used to determine the maximum F b for the given PL. The maximum F ext (F extmax ), which is the force at which the muscle cannot shorten any longer (isometric contraction), was defined as (40) and used to calculate the load fractions
Shortening velocity was calculated for each time step from the change of L during the time step: V = L time step (42) The peak shortening velocity was used for the FVR. At times where L was constant, i.e., no shortening, all loaddependent parameters were set to the isometric value, i.e., load fraction =1. The B-load relation (Eq. 39) was used, and h c set to 6.1 nm. [2] , only velocities for the muscle length changes given in (mm/s) were measured and plotted against the force in gram (Fig. 4A) . Furthermore, these data were obtained Fig. (3) . Characterization of the force step fast shortening phase (P2). Panel A shows V2 data from 5ºC frog skeletal muscle experiments [5] (solid line with filled circles, labeled E) compared to V2 data obtained from 5ºC simulations (open triangles, labeled S) using the calculated t 2 (5ºC) data (dotted line with filled circles). For 37ºC simulations the assumed t 2 data (solid line with open circles) were used. Simulation results for V2 (37ºC) (filled triangles, labeled S) are compared to calculated V2 data (dotted line with open circles, labeled cal). Experimental data from frog skeletal muscle for 5ºC and 17ºC (symbols) [24] and the simulation results for 5ºC and 37ºC (lines) for the load dependence of L 2 and L T are shown in B. The obtained B-load relationships are depicted in C.
before it became obvious that damage to the ends of papillary muscles during preparation could cause artifacts in measurements [30] . Taking the shape of the experimental FVR (Fig. 4A) as reference, data to fit the PL 2.25 model were designed (Fig. 4B, filled squares) . To adjust the unloaded shortening velocity (V max ) of the model, experimental data obtained from cat trabeculae (V max = 8.2 μm/s, 25ºC) [4] and guinea pig single myocytes (V max = 6 -12.4 μm/s, 35ºC) [18] were taken as reference values. The shape of the FVR is influenced by many factors such as SL, [Ca 2+ ], temperature, the MHC isoform [29] , artifacts in measurements [30] and especially, depends on the type of the experiment performed and the time velocity is measured [2, 4] . Generally, the FVR obtained from afterloaded isotonic contractions is less hyperbolic than the FVR obtained from force step experiments (insert in Fig. 4A ). Due to the great variation with changing conditions, assuming physiological data for model fitting should be justified. Fitting was achieved through a variation of the ADP release rate (k 5 ) with different ALs. k 5 was chosen since it is the rate limiting step in the Xb cycle, and experimental data suggest the ADP release to be loaddependent (see discussion). At load fraction 1 (AL = 8.64 mN/mm 2 ) k 5 = 0.0372306 /ms was used to give F which matches F extmax . At load 1 the ADP release rate should have its minimum value, since more Xbs are necessary to bear the load. Naturally, an increasing k 5 rate parameter would be expected with a decrease in load. However, k 5 rapidly decreased for load fractions smaller than 0.35 (Fig. 5A , filled squares, labeled k 5 ). A steadily increasing k 5 -load curve was designed for low load as shown in 
For load = 1: k 5 = 0.0373206
Using this relationship the model was then adjusted for low load to the desired shortening velocity by changing the speed of the Tm conformational change rate (k tmon ), the rate limiting step in the thin filament activation, using the factor k loadTM . The k loadTM -load relationship shown in Fig. (5B) (filled triangles) was fitted as follows: 
For load 0.36725:
The attained end-systolic L (L min ) decreased linear with a decrease in AL as depicted in Fig. (6A) (filled triangles). Experimental data from cat papillary muscle revealed that for different PLs, but for the same final loads (F ext =PL+AL), the muscle shortened to the same end-systolic muscle length [31] . In addition, isolated intact cardiac myocytes from guinea pig shortened to the same end-systolic cell length or SL at 37ºC despite different PLs if loaded with the same total load [32] . Based on these findings, using the F ext -L min relationship obtained from PL 2.25 (Fig. 6A) , the models for PL 0 and PL 0.51 were fitted to match this relationship. For PL 0.51 k 5 = 0.0546543 /ms and for PL 0 k 5 = 0.05439 /ms were determined for load fraction 1. Again k 5 was found to decrease at low load (Fig. 5A, filled (PL 0) and open (PL 0.51) triangles; labeled k 5 ). A constantly rising k 5 with a decrease of load was designed which was appropriate for PL 0 and 0.51 (Fig. 5A, filled circles) . 
For 0.8275 < load < 1:
For low load both PL models were adjusted to the L min as determined for PL 2.25 with a change of k tmon using the factor k loadTM (Eq. 10). The k loadTM -load relationships for PL 0 
For 0.169 < load < 0.5111: k loadTM = 
For all PLs during relaxation (V < -0.5 μm/s):
To obtain a high velocity for very low load a steeper shortening than expected from the linear L min -F ext relation was necessary (Fig. 6A) . According to the FLR form cardiac muscle the minimum SL is around 1.7 μm [33] , although smaller SLs were measured in isolated cardiac myocytes [18] . To compromise velocity, shortening in the model was limited to 1.6 μm. With a change of any other rate parameter (k offI , k 12 , k 3 ) instead of k tmon , an adjustment to a high velocity at low load was not possible, even with much deeper shortening.
Relaxation Mechanisms
To speed up isotonic relaxation three mechanisms were considered: SL-dependent titin restoring force, TnI in the "off" conformation pulling Tm to the "off" state and a loaddependent change of k offI effective at low load. Titin was shown to play a role during early diastole in the heart [21] . Shortening of the sarcomere below slack length causes the elastic titin spring to be coiled up at the Z disc [20] . This stored elastic energy is released as restoring force during relaxation and was measured as sarcomere relengthening velocity [21] . The molecular mechanism, how the restoring force acts to turn off muscle contraction, is unknown [21, 34] . Here, it was assumed that this force disrupts the structure of the head-to-tail combined Tm molecules (see discussion). During relaxation this is expressed as a faster change of Tm molecules to the "off" conformation for SL below slack length. Independent of the PL for L < 0.95 μm during relaxation (V < -0.5 μm/s; this value was chosen instead of V < 0 for a good model stability.), k tmoff , the conformational change rate for Tm to the "off" state, (Eq. 10) was multiplied by:
with L 0 a normalization factor. The steepness of this equation, i.e., the effect of titin's restoring force, is arbitrary. A linear relationship was chosen, because the SL-relengthening velocity relationship was reported to be linear [21] . Nevertheless, titin's influence is small, since it effects relaxation only if the sarcomere is below slack length.
According to a published model which is based on structural evidence [35] , TnI molecules in the "off" conformation pull Tm molecules to the "off" conformation. To account for this cooperativity effect in the present model, during relaxation k tmoff (Eq. 10) was increased through the factor k offTnI with an increase of the TnI concentration in the "off" conformation, [RUTCaoff], as follows:
This change was independent of the applied PL.
At low load for a good late relaxation, a change of the TnC Ca 2+ affinity through an increase in the rate of the TnI conformational change to the "off" conformation (k offI ) was essential. During relaxation k offI was multiplied by the factor 
For load fraction 0.6427:
For all PLs during shortening (V -0.5 μm/s): k relaxTnI = 1.0 .
Simulations and Data Analysis
The contraction model was implemented in Java using the simBio package [36] , software for cell simulation. The differential equations were solved using an Euler method with dynamically adjusted time steps. The bisection method from "Numerical Recipes" [37] was used to determine L in each time step. The original model is referred to as M1, and the model which lacks the titin function as M2 [14] . In M2 Eq. 12 was exchanged to Eq. 53.
For steady state simulations a constant [Ca 2+ ] was used. Two different ways to obtain a Ca 2+ transient were employed. For the twitch contractions (Fig. 2D) and the isotonic contractions (see Fig. 11 ) the Kyoto Model, a guinea pig based cardiac myocyte model [16] , Ca 2+ transient was used. For simulations of afterloaded contractions a simple sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) model [11] was applied. Q rel describes the Ca 2+ release from the SR and Q pump the Ca 2+ uptake into the SR. 
For all PLs during shortening (V -0.5 μm/s): k relaxSR = 1.0 .
For the calculation of the [Ca
2+
] change with time, Eq. 60 was used instead of Eq. 29.
d Ca
Mathematical equations used for fitting of the obtained relationships for the load dependence of rate parameters were chosen to give the best possible fit. Mainly equations of the type rational, polynomial or exponential decay were employed. In the case a good fit with the software SigmaPlot (version 10.0; Systat Software, Inc.) with just one equation was not possible, two equations were fixed together at the cutting point, which was determined using MatLab (version 7.3.0.267 (R2006b); The MathWorks, Inc.). The model was quite sensitive concerning the value of load-dependent factors. Therefore, four or more decimal places were required in same cases.
RESULTS
Regulation of Shortening and Velocity
The effect of load on the Xb kinetics during shortening at 37ºC was studied with simulations of afterloaded isotonic contractions for PL 0, PL 0.51 and PL 2.25 (in mN/mm 2 ). Adjustment of the PL 0 and PL 0.51 models (see Method) to reach the same end-systolic L (L min ) for the same total load as determined for PL 2.25 (Fig. 6A, M1) , resulted in the FVR (Fig. 4B) as expected from experiments (Fig. 4A) . Moreover, regardless of the PL the same peak [Xb] was attained for the same total load (Fig. 6B, M1) . Results for the force, L, [Xb] and velocity time courses for PL 2.25 with various ALs are shown in Fig. (7A) , (7B), (7C) and (7D), respectively. For a given PL, the smaller the AL the greater is the amount of shortening, but the faster is the time to L min and the higher is the maximum velocity.
A comparison between PL 0, 0.51 and 2.25 for F = 4 mN/mm 2 is presented in Fig. (8) . The different PL models were adjusted to the same L min for the same force as confirmed in Fig. (8A) and Fig. (8B) . The higher the PL the faster was the shortening velocity to reach L min (Fig. 8C) . The total [Xb] reaches about the same maximum regardless of the PL (Fig. 8D) . Since for the same L min F p is the same, F b has to be the same to satisfy Eq. 31. The small difference of the peak [Xb] is due to the (L-X) term in Eq. 30. The minimum of (L-X) coincides with the peak of the [Xb] (Fig.  8E) and the peak velocity (Fig. 8F) . The higher the value of the (L-X) minimum, the less Xbs are necessary to get to the same F b , i.e., the more force has the average Xb (Fig. 8D and  8G) . With an increase in the shortening velocity, the Xb force decreases (Fig. 8H) , i.e., with an increase in load the average Xb force increases (insert in Fig. 8H ). For PL 0 L min was reached with a delay (Fig. 8B) . Due to the short SL the Xb-induced cooperative activation was reduced (smaller KTitin, Eq. 16), which resulted in a slower activation of RUs (RUTMon) and a smaller fraction of effective RUTMon. Although the load-dependent change of the Xb force is small compared to the change of the [Xb] , it is essential, since a model with a constant (L-X), i.e., F b only dependent on [Xb] was instable and could not be adjusted to give the desired FVR (data not shown).
In conclusion, the ADP release rate controls the peak [Xb] at high to medium load, the physiological working range of the heart, which corresponds to a velocity of up to about 5-6 μm/s in the model (Fig. 9A) . The peak [Xb] decreases linearly with velocity in this range (Fig. 9A) as expected form a linear rise of k 5 with velocity (Fig. 9B) . But at higher velocity a common value of about 0.3 μM is reached independent of the PL, suggesting that a physiological minimum is attained. The minimum [Xb] is maintained through a faster activation of RUs achieved through an increase in the Tm conformational change rate mediated by the factor k loadTM for velocities greater than 5 μm/s (Fig. 9B) . The Xb force, expressed by (L-X), decreases linearly with a rise in velocity (Fig. 9A) , which is independent of the PL. However, this change is small compared to the change of [Xb] , suggesting that the FVR is mainly determined by the [Xb] (Fig. 8C, 8G and 8H) .
The Influence of Titin-Based Radial Force on Shortening and Velocity
To elucidate the effect of titin-based radial force on shortening and velocity, the SL-dependent influence of titin on the myosin binding rate was eliminated (M2), with no changes of the k 5 and k loadTM -load relationships. Simulation results for PL 0, 0.51 and 2.25 are shown in Fig. (6) . Although at high F ext L min obtained with M2 is similar to the L min reached with the titin model (M1), for smaller loads a much smaller L min compared to M1 was found (Fig. 6A) . The peak [Xb] change with F ext was very small for M2 (range: 0.875 μM to 1.186 μM for PL 2.25) compared to M1 (range: 0.57 to 1.288 μM) (Fig. 6B) . Due to the large shortening amount at smaller F ext , the peak velocity is higher for M2 (Fig. 6C) compared to M1 (Fig. 4B) . Our simulation results predict that titin-based radial force variations with SL prevent cardiac muscle to reach smaller SLs at medium to low load. Fig. (10A) shows the PL 0.51 force time courses from afterloaded isotonic contractions for M1 and Fig. (10B) for M2. In the medium load range a decrease in AL was accom- panied by a faster start of the isometric relaxation in M1, but almost no change was found in results obtained with M2. The AL-dependent onset change of the isometric relaxation can be attributed to the shortening-induced cooperative deactivation in M1 which is missing in M2. Due to the SLdependence of the myosin binding rate (k 12 ) caused by titin's radial force in M1, sarcomere shortening slows down k 12 and therefore strong Xb formation, which in turn reduces thin filament activation via an increase in k offI (Fig. 1A) [14] . The smaller the AL the smaller is L min and the faster is the deactivation. This deactivation reduces the shortening velocity in M1 as compared to M2 (inserts in Fig. 10A and 10B) .
Analysis of Relaxation Mechanisms
Titin-based radial force in M1 prevents a fast isotonic relaxation speed (insert in Fig. 10A) , since an increase in the SL promotes activation and delays force relaxation. This Xbinduced cooperative activation is missing in M2 (insert in Fig. 10B ). To improve relaxation, which was reported to be faster than shortening [38] , three mechanisms were considered (see Method): 1. a SL-dependent effect from titin restoring force, 2. TnI in the "off" conformation pulling Tm to the "off" state and 3. a load-dependent change of k offI only effective at low load. Fig. (10C) exhibits force time course data for various ALs from simulations obtained with the PL 0.51 M1 that includes the above relaxation mechanisms. A slightly faster relaxation than shortening was achieved (insert in Fig. 10C) . The time interval from stimulation to the onset of isometric relaxation (RST = relaxation start time) was chosen for model adjustment. A comparison of simulation data from relaxation-adjusted and unadjusted models with experimental data is shown in Fig. (10D) . Except for the steepness of the slope, simulation data are comparable to experimental data from cat. To achieve a faster velocity for relaxation than for shortening, the steeper relationship was necessary for the model. However, the steepness might depend on various factors such as temperature and stimulation frequency. As found in experiments, simulation results show a decrease in RST at very high load and an increase at very low load ( Fig.  10D and 10E) . For high ALs relaxation could be adjusted using only titin restoring force (Eq. 48) and the [RUTCaoff] cooperativity feedback mechanism (Eq. 49) as shown in Fig.  (10F) . As demonstrated in Fig. (10E) , regardless of the PL, for the same F ext the same RST was found. For lower loads, as indicated by arrows, a load-dependent increase of k offI (Eq. 50-52) was necessary. The higher the PL the stronger was this load dependence of the relaxation. The steepness of the slope is due to the strength of the titin restoring force and the pulling force TnI exerts on Tm. To show how each mechanism influences relaxation, simulations with modified models for PL 0.51 and AL 0.49 were performed. As depicted in Fig. (10G) (line with small dash) titin restoring force alone only speeds up the very early relaxation, whereas the [RUTCaoff] cooperativity feedback is more powerful in effecting the early relaxation (dash with two dots). However, at this low load for a fast late relaxation an increase of k offI was essential. A faster k offI rate indirectly enhances the Ca (Fig. 10H) . In this case, an enhanced SR Ca 2+ uptake was necessary at lower load to achieve full relaxation (Eq. 57-59). No bumps were observed if the myocyte model was employed due to Ca 2+ buffering.
Model Validation-Isotonic Contractions in a Myocyte Model
With the Kyoto Model [16] , which produces a more physiological Ca 2+ transient, only simulations of nonafterloaded (AL=0) contractions are possible. Recently, it was reported that with an increase in PL the peak [Ca 2+ ] increases in a range from 0.8 ± 0.1 μM for PL 0 to 1.45 ± 0.25 μM for optimal SL in rabbit trabeculae (37ºC, 2Hz, 2.5 mM
] o ) [39] . In the present model adjustment of the peak [Ca 2+ ] through a change of the L-type Calcium channel Ca 2+ permeability [16] was found to be important to obtain a shortening amount which is comparable to experimental data. Fig. (11A) shows the simulation results for the isotonic shortening time courses for different PLs compared to experimental data. The shortening amount changes with PL as follows: PL 0, 8.2%; PL 0.51, 10.0%; PL 2.25, 11.9%. This is in the range found experimentally for guinea pig myocytes [18, 40] . The Ca 2+ transients are depicted in Fig. (11B) . The normalized Ca 2+ transients are very similar suggesting no influence in the relaxation (insert in Fig. 11B) as reported from experiments [39] . The velocity time courses are depicted in Fig. (11C) showing that relaxation velocities are faster than shortening velocities.
DISCUSSION
The present study stands out among other simulation studies performed to analyze the regulation of shortening and relaxation because of the unique cardiac muscle contraction . (10) . Simulation analysis of shortening-induced deactivation and relaxation. The force time courses from afterloaded isotonic contraction for PL 0.51 are shown for M1 (A) and M2 (B) before adjustment of relaxation, i.e., without Eq. 48, Eq. 49, Eq. 51 and for M1 after adjustment of relaxation (C). The inserts in A, B and C depict the velocity time courses. Shortening-induced deactivation is absent in M2 (B). Panel D depicts the onset of the isometric relaxation of afterloaded isotonic contractions, which was measured from the start of the stimulation and normalized to the maximum of a data set, plotted against the load fraction for the following experimental data (Exp.) and simulations (S): Exp. (1), cat cardiac muscle, 29ºC [51] ; Exp. (2), cat cardiac muscle, 26ºC [30] ; Exp. (3), rat cardiac muscle, 29ºC [51] ; Exp. (4), rat cardiac muscle, 30ºC [52] ; S (PL 0), S (PL 0.51) and S (PL 2.25), simulation with the PL model with full relaxation Fig. (10). Contd…. (Eq. 48-52); S (PL 0) no R and S (PL 2.25) no R, simulation with the PL model without adjustment of relaxation. In panel E the start time of the isometric relaxation given in (ms) for the three PL models with full relaxation is plotted against F ext . The arrows indicate for which loads the relaxation was influenced by k relaxTnI (Eq. 50 for PL 0, Eq. 51 for PL 0.51 and Eq. 52 for PL 2.25). Panel F exhibits the L time courses for PL 0.51/ AL 3.49 (higher load) for two PL 0.51 model variants: no R, no relaxation (M1 without Eq. 48, Eq. 49, Eq. 51 and Eq. 58) and full R, full relaxation (M1 with Eq. 48, Eq. 49, Eq. 51 and Eq. 58). At this load k relaxTnI = k relaxSR =1 and therefore full R = titin RF + coop, i.e., relaxation is load independent. Panel G shows the L time courses for PL 0.51/ AL 0. 49 model used. Although mathematically simple, it is biologically one of the most advanced models. In addition to having physiological defined states, which stands in contrast to many previous models including a recently published model [12] , various mechanisms such as a potential Frank-Starling mechanism, which was lately supported by some experimental evidence [41] , and different cooperativity mechanisms [14] are included. Six out of 15 rate parameters are dynamically changing with species concentrations, SL or load, representing a quite realistic biological situation, where key reactions are constantly regulated to maintain homeostasis as e.g., the metabolic homeostasis of the heart [42] . Moreover, the present model includes detailed thin filament activation and is the only model that considers the conformational change of TnI, which was found to be an important regulatory step [43] . Rather than presenting normalized simulation results, as generally done in published contraction models, biological relevant data are given. This biological model structure can support the discovery of unknown mechanisms. Furthermore, this is the first simulation study that analyzes afterloaded contractions for different PLs in a quantitative way. Suggested mechanisms and simulation results are discussed below in context of model assumptions and limitations and compared to experimental findings.
The Rate Limiting Step in Myocyte Shortening
Simulation results highly depend on the chosen values for rate parameters in addition to model structure, since this determines the rate limiting steps, and further rely on which steps are decided to be load, SL or cooperativity dependent. Experimental evidence suggests that the ADP release rate is load-dependent [44] [45] [46] [47] rather than the P i release [45] . But which step of the Xb cycle is rate limiting is still not clarified. Based on skeletal muscle experiments the ADP release rate was reported to be the limiting step [44, 46, 47] . In contrast, Hinken & McDonald [48] showed using skinned rat cardiac myocytes at 13ºC, that addition of P i decreased force, but increased loaded shortening velocity for loads greater than 10% of the isometric force. They concluded that the P i release is the rate limiting step at medium to higher load. Accordingly, the rate limiting step may well be changing with load. But results may also depend on the temperature and on temperature dependencies of rate parameters. In the present study, the ADP release rate (k 5 ) was chosen for model adjustment because it was the rate limiting step in the Xb cycle under isometric conditions and therefore appropriate for a key regulatory step. The model could well be adjusted for the desired velocity and end-systolic SL for medium to high load solely with a load-dependent change of k 5 . The rise of k 5 is linear with an increase in velocity (Fig. 9B) . At low load, however, the P i release rate becomes rate limiting in the Xb cycle. A high velocity at low load could only be achieved with a high Xb turnover through an accelerated Tm conformational change mediated by the factor k loadTM together with an increase in k 5 . At low to medium velocity k loadTM is constant, but increases exponentially at high velocity (Fig. 9B) . These rate parameter changes with velocity are comparable to experimental results from frog skeletal muscle [49] . A linear rise of the detachment rate with an increase in velocity was reported. The calculated apparent attachment rate under assumption of a two-state model was non-linearly increasing with velocity.
In the present model, the Tm conformational change rate at low load is the rate limiting step in the thin filament activation and its change was found to be most effective in obtaining a high velocity. So far this step has not been shown to be load or velocity dependent.
Regulation of Shortening-The [Xb] Determines the EndSystolic Sarcomere Length
Simulation data revealed that at medium to high load, which corresponds to a shortening velocity smaller than about 5 to 6 μm/s, the amount of shortening is determined by the peak [Xb] , which decreases linearly with velocity (Fig.  9A) . A small variation of the peak [Xb] is due to the fact that the Xb force is slightly velocity dependent ( Fig. 8D and 8G) . At low load, regardless of the PL, the peak [Xb] reaches the same almost constant value, and velocity is regulated by the thin filament activation speed (Fig. 9) . Recently, X-ray interference and mechanical measurements performed with frog skeletal muscle fibers at 4ºC revealed a linear decrease of attached Xbs with an increase in velocity [49] . Furthermore, these experiments showed that the force per attached Xb decreased with increasing velocity. But for small velocities these changes were small compared to the [Xb] change. From these data it was concluded that the FVR results from a decrease of the [Xb] with a fall in load [49] . Our simulation results coincide well with the above findings (Fig. 9) . This is in contrast to previous suggestions, that the Xb force highly depends on load [6, 7] . Comparing cardiac muscle simulation data with results form skeletal muscle experiments implies, however, that the chemomechanical transductions are at least similar between different myosins, an assumption that might be justified [47] .
Although the present model contains a complex kinetics, the underlying mechanical principles are very simple. In particular, the ADP detachment rate depends on load, but is not directly influenced by the movement and strain of the Xb. Thus, the model only shows how the value of the rate parameters need to be modified with load, but cannot predict how the change is controlled by Xbs. So far these mechanisms have not been revealed by experiments making assumptions unavoidable in modeling. Many models specifically focusing on the mechanics were developed [6, 9, 12] . Various models utilize a variation of the Huxley-type model [7] with the detachment rate depending on the distance between the actin binding site and the myosin equilibrium position [6, 12] . In a recent Huxley-type model by Negroni and Lascano (NL model) [12] two attached Xb states, named weak and power state, were postulated each having a different elongation and therefore force. As in the present model the same basic Xb mechanics equation (Eq. 32) was used in the NL model but with a different interpretation and values of the parameters. The Xb detachment in the present model is coupled with the ADP release, and the detachment rate parameter (k 5 ) is load-dependent. In contrast, in the NL model, which does not specify the P i or ADP release steps, the detachment occurs from a weak state. The detachment rate parameter depends on SL and the elongation of the weak Xb state, which is velocity dependent. Whereas in the present study B (Eq. 32) was shown to represent a loaddependent myosin characteristic which determines the shortening velocity in phase 2 of force step experiments (Eq. 39; Fig. 3C) , in the NL model B is a constant. However, the NL model fails to correctly reproduce phase 2 of force step experiments with a not realistic length of the myosin stroke ( Fig. 8A in [12] ). These Huxley-type models have in common that the Xb force is greatly reduced during shortening and the myosin stroke size depends on the shortening velocity. However, recent experimental data challenged that view [49] . The stroke size was reported to be more or less constant over a large velocity range. Only a small change of the Xb force was detected at small to medium velocities and the [Xb]-velocity relationship was linear. The present model with just a load-dependent ADP release rate and both strong Xb states having the same constant force successfully reproduced these findings (Fig. 9) .
Adjustment of the isometric model for the maximum [Xb] was done for full activation, i.e., tetanic steady state at high [Ca 2+ ] and maximum SL (2.2 μm) to match experimental data performed under similar conditions (see section 3.1. in [14] ). However, the degree and speed of the thin filament activation had to be balanced with the time to peak isometric force. For isotonic contractions especially at higher load and smaller SL the obtained number of Xbs is lower than physiologically supposed. Although this needs to be improved in the future, it is not expected to influence the current conclusions.
Titin-based Radial Force Mediates Shortening-Induced Cooperative Deactivation
The giant titin molecule has been implicated in many functions, due to its length and different domains [34] . While titin has no direct role in the actin-myosin interactions during shortening, it exhibits various regulatory roles. Although still controversial [34] , titin-based radial force may alter the interfilament spacing in a SL-dependent manner. This mechanism was included in the present model and tested for isometric contractions in a previous study [14] . A steep FLR as observed for cardiac muscle could be achieved with a SLdependent change of the myosin binding rate. A lack of this titin-based mechanism caused a typical skeletal muscle FLR in the isometric model [14] . In the isotonic model, already at medium load a steep shortening to small SLs was observed (Fig. 6A) . Such SLs are not naturally found in the intact heart [50] . In the model SL shortening results in a titin regulated increase of the lateral space between thin and thick filaments, which slows down strong Xb formation. A decrease in the [Xb] enhances the rate for the TnI conformational change to the "off" state, thereby deactivating thin filaments. This potential Frank-Starling mechanism [14] accounts in the model for the shortening-induced cooperative deactivation. With a decrease of AL from a high to medium value, the time isometric relaxation starts is decreased in the model with titin (M1, Fig. 10A ), but not in the model without titin (M2, Fig. 10B ). Such load dependence was reported for afterloaded isotonic contractions performed with cat and pig cardiac muscle, but found to be small for rat and was missing in frog [30, 51] . Furthermore, a decrease of this effect with an increase in temperature was detected in rat myocardium [52] . These species differences were suggested to depend on the Ca 2+ uptake by the SR [30, 51] . However, as predicted here, they may be explained by the included FrankStarling mechanism. A variation of the titin isoform ratio, which is known to be highly species and tissue dependent [53] , results in a varying strength of titin-based radial force. This may cause the different load dependence. Experimental evidence that strong Xbs modulate shortening velocity was reported: Length steps performed with rat single skinned cardiac myocytes revealed a progressive slow down of the shortening velocity at submaximum [Ca 2+ ], which could be reduced by addition of N-ethylmaleimide-conjugated myosin subfragment-1 acting as a strong Xb equivalent [54] . A full mechanism, as proposed here, has not been revealed before. However, sarcomere shortening, resulting in an increase in filament spacing and hence, in a decrease of Xb formation, was proposed as part of the shortening-induced cooperative deactivation mechanism, stated to be important for relaxation as "myofibrillar brake system" [15] . Our simulation results show that this mechanism is significant, but alone cannot account for a fast and complete relaxation, especially at lower load (Fig. 10A) .
Fast Relaxation due to Enhanced Thin Filament Deactivation
An altered ventricular relaxation results in an impaired filling and therefore an inappropriate cardiac output. Since diastolic dysfunction is associated with various cardiomyopathies, elucidating the mechanisms underlying relaxation is of great importance [55] . Isotonic relaxation was shown to be faster than isotonic shortening [38] . Although various intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms were found to play a role in the regulation [55] , how cardiac muscle achieves these high relaxation velocities is not well understood. The fast early relaxation phase was recently attributed to titin restoring force [21] and could be explained as elastic recoil of the titin molecule [20] . However, how the release of the elastic energy from each single titin molecule speeds up relaxation is unknown. Experiments show no change of the interfilament lattice spacing, but a conformational disorder was suggested around the start of relaxation since a buckling of myosin filaments was observed [21] . Here, it was assumed that the detected disorder might be a disruption of the Tm filament structure leading to a SL-dependent increase in the Tm conformational change rate to the "off" state (k tmoff ) during relaxation. A variation of k tmoff greatly affected relaxation speed, whereas a variation of Xb cycle rate parameters such as an increase in k -12 , k -3 , k -4 or k 5 had only a minor effect. While an increase in [P i ] was reported to speed up relaxation [56] , in the model a faster P i addition did not improve relaxation. Moreover, an increase in the transition from strong Xbs to pre-power states during stretch was suggested to save chemical energy and enhance relaxation [56] . The question remains what prevents these pre-power states from reattachment. This of course occurs in the present model preventing a fast relaxation. Overall in the model the effect from titin restoring force was rather small (Fig. 10G) suggesting that this is not a major relaxation mechanism.
A structural study revealed that TnI in the "off" conformation pulls Tm to the "off" conformation [35] . This mechanism was further supported by an electron microscopy study that showed that at a low [Ca 2+ ] the C-terminal TnI domain competes with Tm for a common actin binding site, thus pushing Tm into the blocking position [57] . Recently, the TnI Lys184 deletion, which is located in the C-terminal mobile domain and linked to familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, which is associated with diastolic dysfunction, was reported to slow down relaxation in mouse leftventricular papillary muscle fibers and to increase thin filament Ca 2+ sensitivity [58] . In our model a feedback of [RUTCaoff] on k tmoff strongly speeded up early relaxation (Fig. 10G) . This mechanism together with the titin restoring force was sufficient for a fast relaxation velocity at medium to high load ( Fig. 10E and 10F) .
With decreasing load, late relaxation was slowed, especially at higher PLs (Fig. 10E-G) , but could be improved through a load-dependent increase in the TnI conformational change rate to the "off" state (k offI ). An increase of k offI during relaxation might play an important role in the extrinsic regulation of cardiac output. TnI phosphorylation by protein kinase A during -adrenergic stimulation weakens the TnC Ca 2+ affinity and enhances relaxation [59] . Furthermore, experiments showed an increase in TnI phosphorylation with an increase in AL [60] .
CONCLUSION
The development of a unique cardiac muscle contraction model that includes detailed thin filament activation is described here. Xb mechanics was adjusted through simulations of P1 and P2 of force steps. Adjustment of the Xb kinetics was achieved through simulations of afterloaded isotonic contractions, while considering that for different PLs but the same total load, the same end-systolic SL is reached. Simulation results show that in the load range relevant to the intact heart the end-systolic SL was mainly determined by the [Xb] , while the [Xb] was regulated by the loaddependent ADP release rate. Instead, the change of the Xb force with a change in the shortening velocity was small. Shortening-induced cooperative deactivation was attributed to the included Frank-Starling mechanism. For a good relaxation the speed of the thin filament deactivation was more significant than the Xb detachment rate. A fast relaxation was achieved mainly through an increased rate of the Tm conformational change to the "off" state.
In the future, this model will need to be tested for its energetic performance and for auxotonic contractions in a circulation model to mimic the intact heart conditions with PL and AL constantly changing. Due to its biological realism the model, which can be easily inserted into any myocyte or circulation model, will allow for significantly more realistic physiological and pathophysiological cardiac muscle contraction studies than previously available models. Sports, Science and Technology of Japan. 
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